1. Teaching

Spring LIS 1013.995 Acquiring Knowledge in the Digital Age 25**
Spring LIS 2003 The Information Environment 23**
Spring LIS 4103.995 Design, Implementation of Networked Info Services 23
Spring LIS 4303.995/996 Children’s Literature 24/25**
Spring LIS 5033.980 Information and the Knowledge Society 8
Spring/LIS/KM 5033.995 Information and the Knowledge Society 23+3
Spring/LIS/KM 5043.960/980 Org. of Info and Knowledge Resources 39/12
Spring/LIS/KM 5053.995/985 Information Users in the Knowledge Society 25/6
Spring/LIS/KM 5063.960/980 Information Users in the Knowledge Society 24/24
Spring LIS 5193.960/980 Books and Materials for Young Adults 14+5*
Spring LIS 5283.960/980 School Library Media Administration 9+5*
Spring LIS 5403.960/980 Cataloging and Classification 26/20
Spring LIS 5533.985/995 Intro to Instructional Technology (C, of Ed.) 10
Spring/LIS/KM 5590.900/+800 Database Management 6/7
Spring/LIS/KM 5590.960/980 Evaluation of Info Services and Products 18/4
Spring/LIS/KM .995/985 Total (N/T) independent study sections (G/UG) 28
Sum LIS 1013.995 Acquiring Knowledge in the Digital Age 15**
Sum LIS 4303.995 Children’s Literature 24**
Sum/LIS/KM 5028.960/980 Man. of Info. and Knowledge Organizations 13/9
Sum LIS 5183.960/980 Books and Materials for Children 9+7
Sum LIS 5283.996 School Library Media Administration 13
Sum LIS 5543.995/985 Collection Development and Management 21/32**
Sum LIS 5713.960/980 Research Methods 6/18
Sum/LIS/KM 995/985 Total (N/T) independent study sections (G/UG) 21
Fall LIS 1030.995/996 Acquiring Knowledge in the Digital Age 21/26
Fall LIS 2003.995 The Information Environment 16
Fall LIS 4105.995 Design, Implementation of Networked Info Services 15
Fall LIS 4223/5223 KM5223 Information Technology Management 9+3+3+4+10*
Fall LIS 4303.995/996 Children’s Literature 23/25**
Fall LIS/KM 5028.900/960/980 Management of Information and Knowledge Organizations 21/22/21
Fall LIS/KM 5033.985/995 Information and Knowledge Society 12/27
Fall LIS 5243 Academic Library Administration 11
Fall LIS 5273.960/980 Materials and Methods for Readers’ Advisory 19/6
Fall LIS 5293.960/980 Special Libraries (OUHC Faculty; no cost) 16+
Fall/LIS/KM 5413.985/995 Indexing and Abstracting 7/13
Fall LIS 5423.900/980 Archives 13
Fall LIS 5513.900/985/995 Information Sources and Services 19/11+13**
Fall/LIS/KM 5603.960/980 Information Systems and Networks 21/16
Fall/LIS/KM 5990.901/981 Digital Collections 22/15
Fall/LIS/KM .995/985 Total (N/T) independent study sections (G/UG) 17

Note: Required Course: *Adjunct; **Adjunct online; + used for combined sections

2. Research and Creative Activity

Refereed Research Publications:
Two other faculty members contributed two articles to published conference proceedings; two produced three invited articles; and two wrote invited book chapters.

3. Grants
External Funding:

Internal Funding:
Five awards from the College of Arts and Sciences, $1,200 Faculty Enrichment Grant; two awards from the Research Council, Arts and Sciences, SLIS: 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 Travel Assistance Grants Program, $2,414 and $2,680; and one College of Arts and Sciences, Junior Faculty Summer Research Grant ($6,000)

4. Presentations
Two faculty members made presentations to international audiences: International Society on Knowledge Organization, Montreal, and the Vietnam Development Information Center, Hanoi. Eight faculty members made national presentations to professional organizations, including the Scientific Assembly of the American College of Emergency Physicians, the American Society for Information Science and Technology, the American Culture Association Conference in Albuquerque, and the national Society of American Archivists. Among state formal presentations were those at Cameron University, the Oklahoma Library Association annual conference, the Knowledge and Project Management Symposium, Tulsa, and the Oklahoma State Department of Education’s Encyclo-Media.

5. Service
SLIS faculty members provided the following service as officers or members (10) within University governance, including Chair of the Faculty Senate. And, they also
- Served as members of A&S committees (10), including Executive Committee and Tenure/Promotion Committee.
- Participated in another department’s Committee A, Graduate Committee, and Search Committee.
- Worked on the Tulsa Enrollment Management Board.
- Held multiple responsibilities on SLIS committees (Curriculum, Search, Graduate Studies, Undergraduate Studies, Academic Standing and Financial Aid, Committee A, and various scholarship committees as well as an Ad Hoc Committee on a PhD Program).

Professionally SLIS faculty were active in the
- Association for Library and Information Science Education, holding the office of president and providing service on six other committees, boards, and SIGs.
- American Library Association, serving, for example, on the White House Conference / Aging Task Force and on an ALA accreditation review site panel, as panel chair.

One faculty member was elected as a member of the International Council of Archives, Archival Educators; three served on editorial boards, and one reviewed proposals for the Institute of Museums and Library Services. And, another organized an international conference and edited conference proceedings.

At the state level, numerous SLIS faculty provided service within the Oklahoma Library Association, for example, as president and as committee chairs and members; one faculty member is vice president of the Oklahoma Special Library Association.